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Cardinal wiseman 6th form uniform

Each year students of all year have the opportunity to apply to be part of the Student Chaplain team; This team grows in popularity each year with 53 members in the team for the 2013-14 academic year. As members of the Student Chaplain team, they will participate in a number of liturgical and charitable events, such as Senior VIP Summer and Christmas
Party, prayer vigil sleep-over, mass at St Chad's, leading sacrament preparation sessions for primary schools and many more. This year we have nearly 80 members. I went to St Chad's Cathedral in Birmingham on Monday, September 22. It was a great experience; we sang some hymns, which were new to me. Connor Jeffries and Weronika Wojick read the
bid encroit. At the end of the mass, we took our picture with the Archbishop of Birmingham; it was a great opportunity and a great privilege. After Mass, we all went to the Grimshore rooms where we all gathered and went to food and talked to other pupils involved at Chaplains in their school. All in all I had fun and a big laugh with people in my team; I can't
wait for the next meeting together. I'd like to start with some fantastic news - we've given official permission by the Archdiocese of Birmingham to open a sixth form! We are excited and delighted and will now begin the process of planning before the opening in September 2015. This is a big step forward for our school and shows the high esteeps in which we
are held by the church and the local authority. Our pupils have already been consulted on how they would like their sixth form to look and the kind of curriculum we will offer. This will continue in the days ahead along with the planning for a sixth form open evening in November. Parents of pupils in Year 11 are encouraged to discuss this with their children as
they begin to consider what they want to do after Year 11. Standards of dress are an important part of the culture of our Sixth Form, as Sixth Form students are considered role models for pupils lower down the school and it is vital that we prepare our young people for the demands of the workplace. Our dress code is smart office wear as we feel that it allows
for some personal choice combined with flexibility and comfort within certain boundaries. Suit or smart pants + smart jacket/jacket or smart skirt/dress + smart jacket/jacket Smart shirt (tie optional) or smart blouse Smart shoes - no trainers/pumps/canvas shoes/mules/sliders. (Optional for cold weather) Jumper or cardigan - no big logos, sports tops or
hoodies We recognize that fashion trends are changing thus this list is not tiring. Students arriving at Sixth Form inappropriate or too casually dressed will be asked to return home to change and will have to make up for any learning time missed. Voluntary helped comprehensive school in Greenford, EnglandThe Cardinal Wiseman RoadGreenford, UB6
9AWEnglandInformationTypeVoluntary aided Pro Christo(All things for Christ)Religious affiliation(s)Roman CatholicEstablished1959Local authorityEalingDepartment for Education URN101934 TablesOfstedReportsChair of GovernorsMaggie PoundHead teacherMichael KielyChaplainMary BolandGenderCoeducationalAge11 to 18Enrolmentabout 1900
(Lower School and Sixth Form)HousesCampion, Clitherow, Fisher, More, Ward, SouthwellColour(s)Lower School: Royal Blue, White – Sixth Form: Black, WhiteWebsite The Cardinal Wiseman Catholic School, commonly known as The Cardinal Wiseman School, is a Catholic school comprising a comprehensive secondary school and The Cardinal Wiseman
School Sixth Form located in Greenford, London, England. His principal is Michael Kiely and his student body is made up of 11- to 18-year-olds. History It was named after the Catholic Cardinal Wiseman, a Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster in 1850. It was originally opened in 1959 but has since been reorganized several times, including a merger at the
Cardinal Newman School in 1986. [1] The original Cardinal Wiseman School was opened in 1959 as a special agreement school catering to 456 boys and girls between the ages of 11 and 15. Since then, the school has been reorganized several times. In 1974, The London Borough of Ealing established a comprehensive school system with the age of
transmission being 12+ years. In 1986, the Cardinal Wiseman amamgazed School with the Cardinal Newman School and gained Voluntary Aided Status. In 1995, DFEE inaugurated Cardinal Wiseman School as a 'Technology and College of Art' following the successful application of the school. This has attracted substantial extra funding that is not normally
available. In 1998, the Cardinal Wiseman School applied to extend the status for a second term. Following an inspection visit by the DFEE Technology Colleges Unit to see if our earlier targets were reached, the School was granted a second term without any conditions being imposed (except the new targets!). A third term of Technology Status has since
been awarded and in 2006 the school received a second specialist status in the field of Humanities. Again, substantial funding was attracted to the school. [2] Location It is located on Greenford Road in Greenford, near Greenford Broadway; there are many buses stopping close to it, including the E1, E2, E3, E5, E6, E7, E9, E10, E11, 92, 95, 105 and 282. It's
next to, and often becomes twins with Our Lady of the Visiting Roman Catholic Primary School, and the Our Lady of the Visiting Church. Uniform Years 7 to 11 The students wear a uniform, consisting of a royal blue jacket, navy and white tie, white shirt, grey skirt (for girls) and charcoal trousers for boys. As of April 2007, tyres were not required to be worn
during the summer term. However, this was just a trial run, and ties are now compulsory for all students the entire During summer terms, girls can choose to wear summer blouses they don't have to wear a tie with. Sixth Form The uniform for the Sixth Form differs to elementary school. Students are expected to wear a black tie with the school crest over a
plain white shirt with black pants or skirts. They can also wear a black jumper over their shirt and tie. Renowned former pupils Popular band The Magic Numbers attended Cardinal Wiseman, as well as Jason Roberts, former Premier League striker for Blackburn Rovers and Reading. [3] Also professional footballer Aaron Pierre, who plays defender for
Wycombe Wanderers, as did Ruben Loftus-Cheek, a midfielder who plays for London-based club Chelsea Tommy Street, local entrepreneur, Property Expert and club night owner (Bound London) also attended Cardinal Wiseman. Tug-of-war group DragonForce keyboardist Vadim Pruzhanov attended Cardinal Wiseman. Young actors James Forde, who
plays Liam Butcher in the soap opera EastEnders, and Joe Prospero, who appeared in Finding Neverland, My Dad's Prime Minister and the Bill, attended the school. Comedian Javone Prince, best known for starring as Jerwayne in PhoneShop, also attended the school. An article in The Independent in November 2014 highlights the famous alumni run by
Cardinal Wiseman during a difficult time for the school, following a stabbing. [4] Every year, the Music and Drama Departments at Cardinal Wiseman organize a two night event where many musicians and dancers gather to showcase the wealth of talent within the school community. It will normally take place on the Wednesday and Thursday of the first week
of November, with auditions for acts taking place in mid-September. Monetary prizes are awarded for the best musicians and dancers in the upper and primary school and one for the overall best performance. It is decided on the second evening by a panel of judges who usually feature various professionals and elders, and on occasion celebrities also attend
the show as judges. References ^ School life. Archived from the original on 7 March 2005. Retrieved 20 December 2006. ^ The Cardinal Wiseman School History. The Cardinal Wiseman Catholic School. ^ External links Cardinal Wiseman School Official Website Ofsted profile of the school Ealing Council information on the school BBC League tables for the
school Department for Education and Skill statistics for the school[permanent dead link] LinkedIn group Koö 51°31′31N 0°21′07W / 51.52528°N 0.35203°W / 51.52528; -0.35203 Visited on
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